AGENDA

9:00 AM  Coffee and Registration

10:00 AM  Opening remarks: Richard Revesz, Director of ALI
            Stephanie Middleton, Deputy Director, ALI
            Susan Frederick, Senior Federal Affairs Counsel, NCSL

10:10 – 10:30  1. Background and Context – Margaret Love
                2. The Model Penal Code proposal – Cecelia Klingele

10:30 – 11:45  3. Reports from the “Laboratories of Democracy” on legislative approaches to restoration of rights and opportunities
               Moderator: U.S. District Judge Paul L. Friedman
               a) Panel #1: Three approaches to managing criminal records: John
                  Rubin (North Carolina); Andy Fogle (Indiana); Joy Radice (Tennessee)
               b) Panel #2: Legislative challenges - Tick Segerblom/Nick Anthony
                  (Nevada); Eliza Hersh/Jack Chin (California)
               c) Panel #3: Forgiving v. Forgetting - Steve Chanenson/Sharon Dietrich
                  (Pennsylvania); John Gleeson/Ethan Fallon (Federal)

11:45-12:45  4. Roundtable discussion (moderated by Judge Friedman)

12:45 – 1:45 PM  Lunch

2:00 – 3:15 PM  5. Break-out sessions
               a) Criminal records management: Should there be a right to be
                  forgotten in American law? – Leaders: Jordan Hyatt and Alessandro
                  Corda
               b) Institutional competence and capacity: Relief issues for courts,
                  sentencing commissions, administrative agencies, governors,
                  prosecutors, public interest bar – Leaders: John Gleeson and Andy
                  Fogle
               c) Challenges in the legislative process: What facilitates reform, what
                  obstructs it? (Marijuana decriminalization v. sex offenses) – Leaders:
                  Douglas Berman and Nora Demleitner
3:30-4:30  6. Reports from the break-out sessions

4:30-5:00 PM  7. Recommendations of the Roundtable (moderated by Judge Friedman)